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Introduction
Approximately 24 cubic feet.

The collection consists of drafts of published and unpublished works written by Lenore Bea French Carroll. Additional materials include correspondence, notes, and research related to the nineteenth century American Midwest and West compiled by Carroll.

Lenora Bea French Carroll graduated from the University of Missouri School of Journalism. She is the author of numerous books, articles, short stories. Much of her published work features women and the American West during the nineteenth century.

Donor Information
The papers were donated to the University of Missouri by Lenore Carroll on April 25, 1995 (Accession No. KA0857). An addition was made on may 19, 2004 by Lenore Carroll (Accession No. KA1297). An addition was made on October 31, 2005 (Accession No. KA1388). An addition was made on December 7, 2005 (Accession No. KA1418). An addition was made on November 15, 2006 (Accession No. KA1497). An addition was made on July 10, 2008 by Lenore Carroll (Accession No. KA1638).

Copyright and Restrictions
The Donor has given and assigned to the University of Missouri all rights of copyright, which the Donor has in the Materials and in such of the Donor’s works as may be found among any collections of Materials received by the University from others.

Location Note
The collection is stored offsite and will need to be retrieved before viewing.

Box List

Box 1
Manuscripts and Articles
Abduction from Ft. Union (3 folders)
Annie Chambers, In the Life (4 folders)
Love with a Warm Cowboy (4 folders)
The Heart Remembers (2 folders)
Newspaper articles
Published articles (2 folders)

Box 2
Manuscripts
Ambrose Leary, Buffalo Hunter (3 folders)
Broken Heart Trail
Following the Buffalos (2 folders)
Incident at Ft. Union, The Chaplain’s Daughter
King of the Hink
My Summer with Phil (2 folders)
Ojo Caliente
Playback (4 folders)
Reunion
That Summer with Phil, My Summer with Phil
The Chaplain’s Daughter

Box 3
Manuscripts
The Chaplain’s Daughter (3 folders)
The Healer’s Daughter (2 folders)
Tom Mix at Montezuma
Trilogy
All the Good Ones Are Taken
Ambrose Leary, Buffalo Hunter (2 folders)
Arthur Conan Doyle as Western Writer
Cowboy Blues
Eldon’s Penitent
Exploring the Country of the Saints: Arthur Conan Doyle as Western Writer
Fire Friend
Following the Buffalos
Grandpa
King of the Hink
Letter Home
Love on the Santa Fe Trail (2 folders)
Love with a Warm Cowboy (2 folders)
Miscellaneous notes
Notes on obstacles for men writing female characters
Ojo Caliente
Padre

Box 4
Manuscripts
Picnic on the Grass
Rabies Scare a Century Ago
Reunion
The Chaplain’s Daughter
The Healer’s Daughter
Tom Mix…
The Last Day before Winter
Welcome Home
What Is
Adelante project
Biographical information
John Carroll
Scott Cupp
Great Alkali Plainsmen of Greater Kansas City
Health insurance coverage
Abigail Kamen, HarperCollins
Kansas City Power and Light (KCP&L)
Lazear Agency
Library
Marketing
Carolyn Marino, HarperCollins
Miscellaneous
NARA
Pitchouts
Poems
Publicity (2 folders)
Saskatchewan writers, artists colonies
Sherlock in Kansas City
Nat Sobel

Box 5
Manuscripts
Sufis
The gifts of pluralism conference
Vocational rehabilitation
Walker and Company
Western Writers of America, Directories, 1989-2000 (2 folders)
Women of a certain age
Women writing the west
Wyoming writing, 1988
University of Missouri-Kansas City, PACE (2 folders)
The Chaplain’s Daughter, abandoned drafts
Unidentified drafts

Box 6
Correspondence, 1988-1999 (12 folders)

Box 7
10th Cavalry, background
19th Century America
   Miscellaneous
   Woman
Army Life in the 19th Century West
   Bibliographies
   Enlisted Men and Officers
General and Mrs. Custer
Laundresses
Miscellaneous
Wives, letters and autobiographies
Wives and Children (2 folders)
800 Miles in an Ambulance by Laura Winthrop Johnson
American Aristocracy: A Sketch of the Social Life and Character of the Army by D.M. Greene
Cavalry Wife: The Diary of Eveline M. Alexander, 1866-1867
Daughter of the Regiment by Mary Leefe Lawrence
I Married a Soldier or Old Days in the Old Army by Lydia Spencer Lane
My Life with the Army in the West: The Memoirs of James E. Farmer, 1858-1899
Reminiscences of a Soldier’s Wife by Ellen McGowan Biddle
The Old Army: A Portrait of the American Army in Peacetime, 1784-1898 by Edward M. Coffman, chapters VI-VII
With Custer’s Cavalry by Katherine Gibson Fougera
Beothuk, St. Brendan
Karen Blixen
Sam Brannan
Buffalos, Buffalo Hunting
Buffalo Soldiers

Box 8
Army Life in the 19th Century West
Buffalo Soldiers from Their Beginnings till 1890 by Maj. George Knapp
“Buffalo Soldiers: The Formation of the 10th Cavalry Regiment, 1866-1867” by Major Anita Williams McMiller, Master’s Thesis
Lillie H. Coit
Dodge City, Kansas, general
N.A.M. Dudley, Ash Hollow (2 folders)
Dudley Court Martial (4 folders)
Early Days of Ft. Scott by C.W. Goodlander
Firebelle Lillie by Helen Holdredge
Ft. Union and Medical History (3 folders)
Forts
Ghost Ranch Living Museum
Guns, general history
Doc Holliday and Kate Elder
Kansas history, miscellaneous topics

Box 9
Kansas City History
Miscellaneous Topics
Kansas City, Missouri (3 folders)
Cemeteries
Police
Union Station Massacre
Las Vegas, Nevada
Loma Parda, New Mexico
Maps
Medicine, health
New Mexico history, miscellaneous topics
Pecos, New Mexico
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Reverend Simpson
Narcissa Whitman

Publications

**Garrison Tangles in the Friendless Tenth: The Journal of First Lieutenant John Bigelow, Jr.** edited by Douglas C. McChristian
Roster of non-commissioned officers of the 10th U.S. Cavalry
**Fort Concho Medical History, 1869 to 1872** by William M. Notson, Post Surgeon
**Fort Davis** by Robert M. Utley (2 folders)
**Old Forts of the Far West** by Herbert M. Hart
**Trail Guide to Fort Bowie** by National Park Service
**1880s American Arms** edited by Konrad F. Schreier
**Regulations and Notes for the Uniform of the Army of the United States** compiled and edited by Jacques Jacobsen, Jr.
**Uniforms of the Army** by Col. Robert H. Rankin
**US Cavalry on the Plains, 1850-1890** by Philip Katcher
**Buffalo Soldiers: Forgotten Black Heroes of the Old West** by David Maraniss
**Buffalo Soldiers at Fort Leavenworth in the 1930s and early 1940s** by Maj. George E. Knapp

**Inventing the West**
The Women’s West
**Kansas City Town Squire, 1979**
**Kansas Heroes, Heritage and History** by Kansas Department of Commerce Proud Heritage edited by Robert Townsend
The Kansas City Museum’s Farmer’s year 1980 calendar
1991 New Mexico vacation guide
**El Santuario de Chimayo** by The Spanish Colonial Arts Society
**Guide to Wild and Scenic Rio Chama** by Stephen Maurer
**Photo History of Chico Lodge** by Bill and Doris Whithorn
**Roundup** magazine, 1996
Boot Hill
**One Blanket and Ten Days Rations: 1st Infantry New Mexico Volunteers in Arizona, 1864-1866** by C. and J. Meketa
**Plants of Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks** by Richard Shaw
Southwest desert wildlife
**Tour Guide to Old Forts of Montana, Wyoming, North and South Dakota** by Herbert Hart
**Tour Guide to Old Forts of New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, Utah and Colorado** by Herbert Hart
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Box 10
33rd and Brooklyn
Annie Chambers, Photographs (2 folders)
Annie Libke Ho
Aunt Dode
Cavalry Wives
Grandpa
I Can’t Dance…
Love with a Warm Cowboy publicity and reviews
Madams and prostitutes
Mother correspondence and publicity
Si, Pero No
Strip it
The Countess and the Cowboy draft (3 folders)
The Countess Treatment by Win Blevins
The Countess of Flat Creek
The Heart Remembers reviews, publicity
Westward, Leaving Paradise
Cal Carrington and Cissy Patterson research (2 folders)
Cissy Patterson research, Frank Waldrop
Countess notes (3 folders)

Box 11
Published articles by M. Struthers Burt
The Diary of a Dude-Wrangler by Struthers Burt
Fall Flight by Eleanor Gizycka
Glass House by Eleanor Gizycka
Drew Pearson by Oliver Pilat
Forge books
“Kansas City Writers,” Pitch article
Cassandra Leoncini
Miscellaneous
  Correspondence
  Publications
Romance, Writers of America
Simpson House reading
Nat Sobel
Tor Books, Bob Gleason, Anna Magle, Camille Cline
Watermark Press
Cheryl Weiner
Wyoming maps
Wyoming visitors guide
Wyoming White and Yellow Pages
Wyoming Wild flowers
CD backdrop of files

**Box 12**

**Articles and Books**
- Published short stories, copies
  - Countess and the Cowboy draft
  - Crazy Little Women
  - Cut to the Bone
  - Darn Good Substitute
  - Energy Field
  - Happy Valentine’s Day
  - Reachin’ for It
  - Reachin’ for It, Kansas City Wine
  - Reunion
  - Role Change
  - Three People…
  - Tom Mix at Montezuma
  - Verna’s Story

**Historical Research**
- 19th century San Francisco
- 19th century west
- Bibliographies
- Donaldina Cameron
- Chinese experience in America
- Chinese names, terms
- Chinese prostitution in 19th century San Francisco
- Immigration law
- Miscellaneous topics
- Presbyterian missions
- Research uses of county court records
  - *Seven Years’ Street Preaching in San Francisco, California* by Rev. William Taylor

**Box 13**

**Historical Research**
- Sergeant Manion
- Sex, class and gender
  - *The Hatchet Men* by Richard H. Dillon
  - *The Story of Chung Mei* by Charles R. Shepherd
  - *The Ways of Ah Sin* by Charles R. Shepherd

**Miscellaneous**
- FACE
- Miscellaneous
- Miscellaneous publications
- Proposal for TOR series
Science Fiction and Horror publications
St. John of the Cross
Miscellaneous books
  *Boss Ruef’s San Francisco* by Walton Bean
  *Chinatown’s Angry Angel: The Story of Donaldina Cameron* by Mildred Crowl
  Martin
  *Chinatown Quest: One Hundred Years of Donaldina Cameron House* by Carol
  Green Wilson
  Favorite Hymns for Sunday-Schools, Gospel Services, Young People’s Meetings
  and the Home
  *Sailors Kiss Everybody* by Florence McGehee
  *Songs for Service* compiled by Homer A. Rodeheaver
  *Ventures in Mission: The Cameron House Story* by Lorna E. Logan

**Box 14**
Nell draft (2 folders)
Nell notes (2 folders)
Cover
Nell Donnelly, essay (2 folders)
Donnelly Garment Company
Nell Don Fashions
Nell Donnelly and James Reed correspondence
Donnelly kidnapping and trail (2 folders)
Electric Park
I.L.G.W.U. lawsuit
Kansas City history (2 folders)
Kansas City, 1932
Kansas City and the world, 1916-1924
John Lazia
United States vs. Lazia
Lazia and Pendergast
Pendergast
David Reed
James A. Reed

**Box 15**
Lifestyle draft
Lifestyle notes (4 folders)
1950s
Art and pacifism
Boats
California
Civilian Conservation Corps
Civilian Public Service
Conscientious objection
December, 1931, 1941 (3 folders)
Down in My Heart by William Stafford
William Everson (2 folders)
Modern American poetry
Pacifica
San Francisco art and poetry scene

Box 16
San Francisco history
San Francisco literary scene
Transit history
Tule Lake Relocation Ctr.
Waldport, Oregon
World War II
Marcia Dickinson
Correspondence
Going Crazy, Getting Sane
Miscellaneous
Photographs
Time Enough for Love: The Lives of Lazarus Long by Robert A. Heinlein 6 Notebooks
Robinson Jeffers: Fragments of an Older Fury by Brother Antoninus
The Veritable Years, 1949-1966 by William Everson
Young Robert Duncan: Portrait of the Poet as Homosexual in Society by Ekbert Faas

Computer Discs
10/30/01//Countess files saved as .doc files/1234.doc/5678.doc/91011.doc
9/6/01//Bartered
10/97//Cissy-break out
8/18/97//New A:copies/Countess.1-8
7/01//Countess 1-8/Cisbride 01-5
8/00//Cissy synop/Cherry
11/10/94,6/18/98,7/1/01//Cissy/archived/Cis bride
Countess
2001//Countess/Cherry/WP
Cisbride/Bride
Countess/Pigs
12/18/92//1-10jax (date).Cis/odd files archived off hard disk
1994//Backup of 12/Cisbride
7/97//Cisy revision/Countess.1/superceded 8/18/97 new disk
8/96//Cisbride 1-5/proposal – synopsis/mkt/Cissy Bak
3/13/93//Revision//12345.cal=piggybacked chapters/Countess disk 5
2/13//piggybacked chs 1-5 & 6-10/Countess disk 4
1/93//ojo revision/Countess disk 3
10/6/92//3 people/Countess disk 2
8/1/92//Countess disk 1
Libretto
6/18/96//Countess/archived
5/3/93//Countess disk 6
9/4/93//Cal-countess Bak
Cisbury
9/4/94//ch 11, ch 12/CLW
1/2/95//edited for Pitch/CLW
1/1/95//CLW.Bak/CLW
1995//archived (old)/files cleared off of hard disk/CLW
6/95//CLW (t3vvja53 problem with transfer)
8/7/96//1-25/Nell.Bak
6/96-9/96//Ch 16-25/Nell
12/95-6/96//ch 1-16/Nell
9/16/96-3/20/97//Nell-KC
3/20/97//5/97//Nell-KC/Prologue/-397=first 127 pp/crazyluv.1-8 (conclusion)
6/97///Prologue + ch 1-6//Nell.Bak/WP5.1
6/18/97//1-2-3-4-5-6 Nell.615/Prologue
11/9/97//Pitch
.rev/7meme.rev/7melea.rev/file.rev/apaulout.rev/luradeo/joh32/john32/hot
32/end32/pg synop/Nell3.Bak/transfer of files incomplete
8/98//Let + Pub
9/98//reformatted/Nell4
1/99//revised/Nell3
2/99//Papatony.
Nell letters
Use cherry revision disk
Fall 2000-winter 01-summer 01-fall 01/PACE 2000UMKC + Penn Valley
Fall 01
2/01//LC letters/resume
Sum 02/102
Pre-2001/stories/WP
?1998-2001/Letters/SP
Mrs. Carrington stories/WORD
Fall 02/101
Quicken
Cackxmas/Cardozo/lbovrpt/mrscarrington/randisi2/xmaskids
Floppy Discs
4/22-26, 5/4,5,7/Going crazy, getting sane
Audio Cassettes
Brother Antoninus, William Everson, singing “The song the body dreamed,”
Bancroft Library, University of California-Berkeley, 2001
Brother Antoninus, William Everson, reading at LaSalle College, Bancroft
Library, University of California-Berkeley, 2001

Box 17
Miscellaneous notes
“Retribucion”
“You make me so very happy” filename: Carla and Tom
Pilgrims synopsis and pub list
The Chaplain’s Daughter
Ain’t Been Forever Yet
Carla, remove last chapter for SFT
Carla and Tom “You make me so very happy”
Santa Fe Trail
Libbie, Kansas Sojourn
Princess
Paul, My Summer with Phil
Manuscript
  Libbie
  Uncertain Pilgrims (2 folders)
Photographs
Book: Uncertain Pilgrims

Box 18
The Chase
Correspondence
Correspondence and Letters
Bernice-Handwritten Notes
Handwritten Notes
Profane Poems
Photographs, Lenore Carroll Family, Unknown Photos
Portland, 1942, Emily
Romeo Letters
Rumi Poem
Submissions
“Tourist” Market
Manuscript Submission
Newton
Newton Letters
Newton, 1993
Publications, Miscellaneous papers, Magazines, DVD, etc.
Luther Wilson, Director
Lenore Carroll’s Short Story, Part I-II (2 folders)
Short Stories, Drafts (3 folders)

Box 19
Book List
  Folder Chez Les Canses, The French Foundations of Metro Kansas City
  Great Stories of the American West II
  The First Anthology Missouri Women’s Writers
  The Best of the West
  Before Lewis and Clark, The Story of the Chouteaus, The French Dynasty that
Ruled America’s Frontier
Real West RE Arts and Letters
American West, Twenty New Stories from the Wester Writers of America (2 copies)
Tom’s Town, Kansas City and the Pendergast Legend
Pendergast!
Stonehenge, 2000 B.C.
Annie Chambers, A Novel by Lenore Carroll (6 copies)
One Hundred Girls’ Mother-A Women of the West Novel (3 copies)

Box 20
Book List
The West That Was by Thomas W. Knowles, Joe R. Lansdale
Westward, A Fictional History of the American West by Dale L. Walker (2 copies)
Abduction from Fort Union by Lenore Carroll
Kansas Stories, 1989 (4 copies)
White Aloe Creek Review, A miscellany of uncommon thought writing, art and news, 1990 (6 copies)
Flowers of the Southwest Mountains by Leslie P. Arnberger
Thin Ice XII by Kathleen Jurgens (2 copies)
Health, Wealth and Pleasure in Colorado and New Mexico
The New Frontiers Vol. 1 and Vol. 2 by Martin H. Greenberg and Bill Pronzini by James Preston Girard
Tenting on the Plains by Elizabeth Bacon Custer
New Intercultural, Mexico Perspectives Women by Joan M. Jensen
Women’s Diaries of the Westward Journey by Lillian Schlissel
New Trails, John Jakes, Martin Greenberg
“Boots and Saddles” by Elizabeth B. Custer (2 copies)
Army Letters from an Officer’s Wife by Frances M.A. Roe
The Custer Story, Life and Intimate Letters George A. Custer and His Wife Elizabeth by Marguerite Merington
My Army Life, A Soldier’s Wife at Fort Phil Kearney by John D. McDermott
Absaraka: Home of the Crows by Margaret Irvin Carrington
Following the Drum, A Glimpse of Frontier Life by Griffin Viele
Vanished Arizona, Recollection of the Army Life of a New England Woman by Dan L. Thrapp
An Army Doctor’s Wife on the Frontier by Abe Laufe
Absaraka: Home of the Crows by Margaret Irvin Carrington
Life and Manners in the Frontier Army by Oliver Knight
Cavalry Life in Tent and Field by Mrs. Orsemus B. Boyd

Box 21
Book List
South Dakota Review by Max Evans
The Lost Sisterhood by John Hopkins
The Light of the Home by Harvey Green
The Female Frontier by Glenda Riley
Unlikely Warriors, General Benjamin Grierson and His Family by William H. Leckie and Shirley A. Leckie
Soldier, Surgeon, Scholar by Robert Wooster
Pioneer Women by Joanna L. Stratton
Fanny Dunbar Corbusier, Recollections of Her Army Life 1869-1908 by Patricia Y. Stallard
The View from Officers’ Row, Army Perceptions of Western Indians by Sherry L. Smith
The Colonel’s Lady on the Western Frontier, The Correspondence of Alice Kirk Grierson by Shirley Anne Leckie
A Long March, The Lives of Frank and Alice Baldwin by Robert H. Steinbach
Nellie Cashman, Prospector and Trailblazer by Suzann Ledbetter
Daughters of Joy, Sisters of Misery, Prostitutes in the American West 1865-1890 by Anne M. Butler
The Lieutenant’s Lady by Bess Streeter Aldrich
Cavalry Wife, The Diary of Eveline M. Alexander, 1866-1867 by Sandra L. Myres
Women of the West by Dorothy Gray
I Married A Soldier by Lydia Spencer Lane
New Trails, Original Stories of the West (2 copies)
American West, Twenty New Stories from Western Writers of America
Murder, My Dear Watson
The New Frontier, The Best of Today’s Western Fiction by Joe R. Lansdale
Love with A Warm Cowboy by Lenore Carroll (2 copies)
White Hats by Robert J. Randisi

Computer Discs
<stories> etc. 2003
101 files archives Sept 1006 from hard drive (win 98 word)
Chs 8-18.doc. Early LIF
B--Lifestyle folder 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 2, 9 Win & Mary, bak letter
Win living on boat, to sea insert. Individuals, 20 Win Mark, 22 Island life,
23 Summer Island, 24 Off island, 2005 synopsis, A—Lifestyle folder 10,
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, guard and fog, LIFE synopsis, scene 1, shame,
synopsis for timeline
Letters_bak bak
Newton 1
Newton 2
Journal 2000
July 2000 draft Columbia, Newton
Newton 2000
Newton 2
2003 efforts
SFT UNM final draft
Newton 2000 WP
Newton 2 2000 & 2001 WP
Let’s own docs 3 of 3 4/10/2004
Dell computer; Jan 2007 – wine, mkt, misc, and letters
True Wealth Lauren return (RTF)
Wealth RTF Lauren 10/6
Ambrose copied 5/15/2007
Ambrose 123, 456
January 3, 2007
March 29, 2007 renumbered chapters printed
Wealth Lauren returns [several files would not open or transfer]
Rudybob word 98
MM Assoc.; KCDV
Writers’ conference
KC Wine novella funny page numbers March 2006
Wine PIG o6 starts w/ p.2
Nell 5 pig
Nell 5
May 2001 FellFive
1916 Nell 1-2-3; John ch5-6-7; Reed ch 8-9; prologue; incl. 6 chap Nell, Nell-KC
June 1997
Cherry revision 10/1/2000 to intro (NellFour)
A resourceful Woman (read file in this order PIG123, 456, 789, 101112, 1345, 1617
October 30, 2001 Nellfive coied as DOC files: PIG123, PIG456, PIG789, PIG101112, PIG11345, PIG1617
NellFive bak
NellFive bak bak
archived off hard drive BUFF dir 5/16/1998
cut 1st 50 pages revised June 26, 1993
LC’s own June 2005 101 grid
Wealth ch 1-18
10/2006 True Wealth draft
LIF 4/2006-9/2006 renumbered 18EM Berkeley to end
Pilgrim flier
11festyl 6 7 or 8 break
November 1995 BUFF 1-6 9 (FOLOBUFF)
LIF bak (B) 5/23/2005
Sealed Passage copy
LC’s own 4/10/2004 full 6/7/2005 2 of 3
LIF 4/2006 renumbered ch 1-18
LIF ch 10- 6/7/2005 (C)
LIF (A) bak 4/2005 full 10/7/2005
KC wine 3/2006 4 files wine 123rtf= correct pg numbers no name
Confused
Berenice
1010 Pasla; durable power of attorney; declaration of medical treatment
CUT chapters thru 40 + bak (Wordstar) (F)
CUT chapters thru 38-47 + bak (Wordstar)
CUT chapters thru 1-22 + bak (Wordstar)
November 1995 Piggybacked chapters 1-5
1996 CUT piggybacked chapters
CUT Julie’s disk LC 1-47 WP51 1996
Julie’s disk edited and cut CUT December 1995 January 1996

Box 22
Market True Wealth
Sent True Wealth, 2007
Sell
Nell and True Wealth
My Web Page
LC Web Page
UMN Press
Annie Contracts, 1998
Prayers
West Was Knowles
OJO Xeroxes
Watermark, Dold
Annie
Story Xeroxes, Trooper Story
Letter Home
Letter Home Xeroxes
Review and Xerox
DC Talk
Photos, 1995
Contracts, 2001
Xeroxes
Names
Overland Journal Vol. 26, 2008
End Notes, Bibliography Books and Articles, Commentary on sources
Nell, Shy
Army Wives
Bios, Credits, Photos
Nell
Market Nell, 2006
Ex Nell

Box 23
True Wealth
Synopsis of A Resourceful Woman  
Country Club Lady A Novel by Lenore Carroll  
The Captain’s Wife, Chapters and Synopsis  
Short Stories Nonfiction Poems by Known and Emerging Writers Illustrated with Author Photos, The First Anthology, Missouri Women Writers  
Cut to The Bone  
Countess Synopsis  
Kansas City Wine  
Story Ideas  
Permission Request  
Tekno Books, “Before the Adventure”  
True Wealth  
Folder Country Club Lady, File No. 1-2 (2 folders)  
A Resourceful Woman  
True Wealth  
Following the Buffalo

Box 24  
Annie Chambers  
Queries and synopses  
Research Notes (2 folders)  
Background research notes  
News Clips  
Notes and Correspondence  
Notes (2 folders)  
Notes and Outlines  
Notes and Drafts (2 folders)  
Drafts  
Article by Carroll  
Corrected version